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reach up to 7 standard deviations between theory and experiment

Processes such as 

are expected to be extremely clean due to the absence of annihilation topologies 

(which in general  lead to huge uncertainties, QCDF).

and 

● Underestimation of QCD uncertainties

● New Physics?, If so, what would be 
the interplay with the high energy 
sector

Possible Explanations 



  

Relevant  B  physics  operators in the context of the puzzle

Most suitable structures to explain the tensions in terms of NP

2103.04138 [hep-ph]   ( Xin-Qiang Li et al)     



  

Relevant LEFT operators

(Obtained through a Fierz transform from the flavour operator basis)

Relevant SMEFT operators



  

Matching conditions

Low to High Energy 



  

LEFT-SMEFT



  

LEFT-SMEFT

Dsix tools

 2010.16341 [hep-ph]



  

Low energy constraints 

We used Smelli  (1810.07698v2  [hep-ph]) to include low energy constraints from B 
physics 

This includes for instance

(and several more) 

We want to asses how competitive are the observables from different particle 
physics sectors in constraining  the New physics scale 



  

Electroweak constraints

Constraints from flavio

( 1810.08132   [hep-ph])



  

Top constraints

Look at the inclusive cross section for  

with the  W bosons decaying leptonically 
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Combined constraints

“all” refers to the application of all the flavour physics constrains from Smelli 
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More  top observables. 
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